
A NOTE ON ABELIAN GROUPS

L. CARLITZ

Vijayaraghavan and Chowla [2] have proved the following result.

If n = 2 or has no primitive root, then there exist suitable reduced

residue systems ft, r», • • • , f » and Si, s2, ■ ■ ■ , Sh, where h=<f>in),

such that riSi, r2s2, • • • , r^Sh is also a complete residue system (mod n).

Since the numbers of a reduced residue system (mod n) form an

abelian group with respect to multiplication, it seems natural to raise

the following question. Let Oi, a2, • • • , a* denote the elements of

an abelian group A. For what groups A is it possible to find a permu-

tation 61, b2, • • • , bh of the a's such that aj>i, a2b2, • • ■ , anbh are

distinct? For brevity let us call this property M. Clearly if A and B

have property M then the same is true of the direct product A XB.

We now prove the following

Theorem. Every abelian group A of odd order has the property M.

// A is of even order, let \2ei\, i=\, • ■ ■ , r, denote the even invariants

[l, p. 50] of A ; then A has property M if and only if r^2.

Proof. If A is of odd order, then the elements a2 are distinct and

the first part of the theorem is immediate.

Now let A be of even order and put A = B X C, where B is of odd

order m and C of order 2*, k^l. Let a, b, c denote typical members of

A, B, C, respectively. Then

a) n« = (n*)*(n<:)'n.

Clearly Ila = l is a necessary condition for property M. Now since

m is odd we have Hè = l and therefore (1) implies IJc = l. If C is
cyclic and # is a generator of C we have

2*-l

JJC  =   Y[xi  =   x»r+l»-l)   ji   r.
c 1=0

It follows that r>l.

We accordingly assume r è 2. It will suffice to show that C has prop-

erty M. To do this we use the method of [2]. It is necessary to con-

sider only the cases r = 2, 3.

Case 1 (r = 2). Let the invariants of C be 2m and 2n so that every

c is determined by a pair of integers (a, ß), where a runs through a

complete residue system (mod 2m) and ß a complete residue system
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(mod 2"). We show that with each pair (a, ß) we can associate a

pair (a', ß') such that the correspondence is 1-to-l and ia+a',

ß+ß') runs through the group C. Then as in [2, p. 196] we define

a' = «, ß' = ß

a' = a, ß> = ß - 1

a' = a+1, ß' = ß - 1

a' = a + 1, 0' = 0

(1 ^ a á 2—», 1 g ß g 2—1).

(2—1 < a g 2", 1 ^ M 2"-1),

(2"-1 g a < 2™, 2"-1 < 0 g 2»),

(0 g a < 2"--1, 2»-1 <|3g 2").

It is easily verified that (a't ß') has the stated properties.

Case 2 (r = 3). Let the invariants of C be 2m, 2", 2' so that every c

is determined by a triple (a, p\ 7) where a runs through a complete

residue system (mod 2m) and similarly for ß and y. Then as in [2,

p. 198] we choose (a', ß', y') by means of the following table.

(«'. 0', 7')

l^a^2"'- 15/3^2»-' 1Ê7S21 («, 0, 7)

2™-1<a^2" lá/3g2»-1 lá7^2¡-i («, 0-1, 7)

2«-i<ag2"' 2»-I<0á2» 2¡-I<-rá2' (a, 0-1, 7-1)

láaá2™-1 2»-1<0g2» 2¡-1<7á2' («,0,7-1)

2"*_1g«<2'" 2»-1<0g2» la7a2M («4-1,0-1,7-1)

0Sa<2m-1 2»-1<0g2» lá7 á2¡ (a+1, 0, 7-1)

2m_1Êa<2"' Iá0á2»-» 2'"1<7á2' (a + 1, 0-1, 7)

0Sa<2™-1 lál3S2»-1 2'-1<7É2' (« + 1, 0, 7)

It is easily verified that the (a', ß', y') are distinct; moreover the

(a+a', ß+ß', 7+7') are distinct. This completes the proof.

Added in proof. It has been called to the writer's attention by

Professor G. A. Hedlund that the theorem of this note was proved

previously by L. J. Paige, A note on finite abelian groups, Bull.

Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 53 (1947) pp. 590-593.
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